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Abstract10

In this article, we aim to evaluate the role of robots’ personality-driven behavioural11

patterns on users’ intention to use in an entertainment scenario. Toward such a goal,12

we designed two personalities: one introverted with an empathic and self-comparative13

interaction style, and the other extroverted with a provocative and other-comparative14

interaction style. To evaluate the proposed technology acceptance model, we conducted15

an experiment (N=209) at a public venue where users were requested to play a game16

with the support of the TIAGo robot. Our findings show that the robot personality17

affects the acceptance model and three relevant drivers: perceived enjoyment, perceived18

usefulness, and social influence. The extroverted robot was perceived as more useful than19

the introverted, and participants who interacted with it were faster at solving the game.20

On the other hand, the introverted robot was perceived as more enjoyable but less useful21

than the extroverted, and participants who interacted with it made fewer mistakes. Taken22

together, these findings support the importance of designing proper robot personalities in23

influencing users’ acceptance, featuring that a given style can elicit a different driver of24

acceptance.25

∗This work has been partially funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 under ERC Advanced Grant
CLOTHILDE (no. 741930); by MCIN/ AEI /10.13039/501100011033 and by the ”European Union NextGen-
erationEU/PRTR under the project ROB-IN (PLEC2021-007859) and the project COHERENT (PCI2020-
120718-2); and by the European Commission– NextGenerationEU, through CSIC’s Thematic Platforms (PTI+
Neuro-Aging).
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1 Introduction28

Social robots are robots designed to interact socially with humans in their environment. Re-29

search has shown that social robots have been used in healthcare (Andriella et al. (2020b,30

2022)), education (Clabaugh et al. (2019)) and entertainment (Andriella et al. (2019b)). As so-31

cial robots are meant to work closely with humans, offering appropriate support and assistance32

is key to developing mechanisms of interaction and communication that reflect human-social33

behaviour. Personality has been identified as a characteristic of paramount importance in under-34

standing and shaping the interaction between humans and robots (Robert (2018); Sverre Syrdal35

et al. (2006)).36

Thus, the capability of the robot to embody different personality traits has a fundamental37

role in the development of robotic solutions that can be accepted and trusted. However, robot38

personality, because of its multifaceted nature, seems to be dependent on numerous factors such39

as context (Joosse et al. (2013)), sample size (Esterwood et al. (2021)), robotic platform (Robert40

et al. (2020)), robot’s role (Staffa et al. (2021)), individuals’ expectations (De Graaf and Ben Al-41

louch (2014)), and their attitude (Anzalone et al. (2017)), among others. Hence, it is very hard42

to draw any general conclusion from previous studies. A very interesting insight from Robert et43

al. literature review about personality (Robert et al. (2020)) is the importance they ascribed44

to the robot’s behaviour in terms of communication style.45

Previous work has investigated how human personality can predict the robot’s acceptance46

and intention to use, showing that the more agreeable, extroverted, and open individuals are,47

the more inclined they are to accept the robot (Esterwood et al. (2021)). For instance, Conti48

et al. (2017) discovered that openness to experience and extroversion personality traits affected49

teachers’ acceptability and intention to use the robot during teaching activities. On the other50

hand, some studies also explored how robot personality can predict humans’ acceptance of51

it (De Ruyter et al. (2005); Meerbeek et al. (2008); Tay et al. (2014)). Tay et al. (2014) argued52

that robot personality did not monotonically influence user responses; instead, it depended on53

the corresponding role stereotypes, which in turn affected their acceptability. Similarly, Staffa54

et al. (2021) found that users overall preferred to interact with an extroverted robot, but this was55

highly dependent on their occupational roles. However, very few works have investigated the56

impact of communication style with respect to the robot personality on users’ acceptance.For57

instance, Maggi et al. (2020) discovered that the robot’s interaction style (authoritarian or58

friendly) related to participants’ acceptance and trust of the technology.59

In this work, we are interested in evaluating the effect of robots personality-driven be-60
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havioural patterns on user’ acceptance of the robot in an entertainment scenario, regardless of61

the user personality. We build upon the pioneer work of Tapus et al. (2008) and our previous62

work (Andriella et al. (2021)), to design two personalities: one more introverted, empathic (Leite63

et al. (2014)) and self-comparative (Schneider and Kummert (2016)) and the other more ex-64

troverted, provocative and other-comparative (Swift-Spong et al. (2015)). We modelled such65

personality traits in terms of verbal and non-verbal social cues as well as of vocabulary and66

stereotypical expressions in a TIAGo robot.67

Next, we evaluated the robot personality traits through a pre-study with 21 subjects. As in68

the pre-study, participants were able to distinguish between the two personalities, we carried69

out a field experiment with 209 subjects at an international fair, in which untrained participants70

were asked to play a game with the assistance of a robot endowed with one of the two personality71

traits (see Figure 1).72

To measure the users’ Intention To Use (ITU) the robot, we used a modified version of73

the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et al. (2003)).74

The UTAUT showed that Perceived Usefulness (PU), Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU), Social75

Influence (SI) and Perceived Enjoyment (PENJ) of the model explained the users’ ITU, re-76

gardless of the robot personality. However, the model reached different degrees of fit when the77

robot displayed a personality, which was higher in the case of the introverted robot and lower78

in the case of the extroverted, meaning that the introverted robot increased the overall user’s79

ITU. Furthermore, the robot equipped with an extroverted personality was perceived as more80

useful than the introverted, which in turn, was perceived as more enjoyable and less useful.81

Additionally, both robots were perceived by participants to have social influence. Finally, we82

found that participants who interacted with the extroverted robot were capable of finishing the83

game in a shorter time than those who interacted with the introverted. On the other hand,84

Figure 1: A participant plays with the assistance of a robot that can exhibit either an extro-

verted or introverted personality.
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we discovered that participants who interacted with the introverted robot made fewer mistakes85

than those who played with the extroverted.86

1.1 Research Questions87

This work aims to extend our previous findings on robot personality (Andriella et al. (2021)),88

investigating what role the communication style plays on the users’ intention to use the robot89

in an entertainment scenario in which a social robot is programmed to aid participants to solve90

a game.91

Based on previous work, in which robots with an empathic communication style were deemed92

more friendly (Leite et al. (2014)), and more engaging (Rossi et al. (2020)) and robots with a93

more provocative style and other-comparative feedback decrease users’ task performance (Swift-94

Spong et al. (2015)) and break their expectations (Paetzel-Prüsmann et al. (2021)), we hypoth-95

esise that overall a robot endowed with a more empathic interaction style will increase the96

participants’ intention to use it and their performance on the task than a robot with a more97

provocative communication style. Therefore, we formulate the following research questions:98

RQ1: To what extent, if any, would the robot, provided with an introverted personality and em-99

pathic communication style, be more accepted than an extroverted robot with a provocative100

communication style in an entertainment scenario?101

RQ2: To what extent, if any, would the participants interacting with a robot provided with an102

introverted personality and empathic communication style, perform better than those who103

interact with an extroverted robot and a provocative communication style in an entertain-104

ment scenario?105

1.2 Hypotheses106

In light of the aforementioned research questions, we defined the following hypotheses (see107

Figure 2):108

H1: PU is a more important precedent of ITU for participants who interact with an empathic109

robot than for those who interact with a provocative robot.110

H2: PEOU is a more important precedent of ITU for participants who interact with an em-111

pathic robot than for those who interact with a provocative robot.112

H3: PENJ is a more important precedent of ITU for participants who interact with an empathic113

robot than for those who interact with a provocative robot.114
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H4: SI is a more important precedent of ITU for participants who interact with an empathic115

robot than for those who interact with a provocative robot.116

H5: PEOU is a more important precedent of PU for participants who interact with an empathic117

robot than for those who interact with a provocative robot.118

H6: Participants who interact with the extroverted robot will perform worse than those who119

interact with the introverted robot.120

Specifically, H1-H5 help us to address RQ1, namely, to evaluate whether and to what extent a121

robot endowed with an empathic personality would be more accepted than a provocative one.122

On the other hand, H6 tackles RQ2, speculating that the robot’s behavioural pattern related123

to the two personality traits can affect the participants’ performance.124

1.3 Contributions125

In addressing the research questions, we make the following contributions:126

• Modelling the two personality-driven behavioural patterns in terms of verbal and non-127

verbal social cues in a fully autonomous robot.128

Figure 2: Proposed UTAUT for assessing users’ intention to use the robot.
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• Evaluation of it in a real-world use-case with 209 untrained participants.129

With these results, we aim to contribute to the current state of the art on robot personality130

showing that, if modelled properly, robot behavioural patterns can impact the user’s intention131

to use. Therefore, by potentially manipulating these features, we could turn on or amplify132

different drivers of the technology acceptance model.133

2 Related Work134

Our work focuses on modelling personality traits with their respectively communication styles135

on a TIAGo robot and evaluating the participants’ intention to use it in a real-world setting.136

In Section 2.1, we present the most relevant work on robots’ communication styles and their137

impact on the users’ performance and perception. In Section 2.2, we introduce the state of the138

art with respect to the robot personality focusing on the extroverted/introverted trait, which is139

the trait modelled on the robot in this work. Finally, in Section 2.3, we describe the technology140

acceptance models and their specific usage in assessing users’ intention to use the robot.141

2.1 Robot Communication Style142

A communication protocol is defined as the set of rules that allow establishing a communica-143

tion process between two systems, whether technological or human (Bochmann and Sunshine144

(1980)). The production of communication protocols through language includes three elements:145

what it is said, how it is said and to whom it is said (Brennan and Hanna (2009)). In Human-146

Robot Interaction (HRI) what is said is usually programmed in the script and how it is said147

is determined by the use of text-to-speech programmes combined with non-verbal language148

expressions (Chidambaram et al. (2012)). Regarding the last factor, a general rule to establish149

effective communication with an audience is to follow the cooperative principle. For a speaker150

to apply the cooperative principle, they must have precise expectations about what listeners151

already know about the topic or about their ability to understand what is being explained152

to them. Principles that have also been followed in advertising communication, as for a mes-153

sage to be persuasive, the listener must be motivated and have sufficient ability to process the154

information correctly (Petty and Cacioppo (1986)).155

Very few works in socially assistive robotics have explored the effect of communication156

style in providing feedback and motivation to users. Maggi et al. (2020) investigated how two157

interaction styles, one more friendly and the other more assertive could affect the participants’158

performance in a cognitive assistive task. Results showed that the assertive robot seemed159
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to be more appropriate to improve the performance when the task required high cognitive160

demand. Also, that the highest increase in terms of acceptance and intention to use was161

observed in the authoritarian condition. Paetzel-Prüsmann et al. (2021) similar to our work,162

modelled the robot communication style, defining one more optimistic and engaging and the163

other more impatient and provocative. They found that the robot displaying a provocative164

communication style did not change the perception of the users when interacted with it over165

time. On the other hand, for those who interacted with the robot endowed with an encouraging166

style the uncanny feelings toward the robot diminished while being exposed to it. Schneider167

and Kummert (2016) evaluated how different motivational styles can influence users to persist168

longer on a planking task. They found a motivational gain when the robot was providing169

acknowledging feedback. Swift-Spong et al. (2015) explored the effect of comparative feedback,170

defined as self-comparative and other-comparative, provided by a robot coach which provided171

guidance to post-stroke patients in an arm reaching task. They found that participants who172

interacted with the other-comparative robot took more time to respond in comparison with173

those who interacted with the self-comparative robot. Akalin et al. (2019) examined how174

different feedback defined as positive (praise), flattering (over-praise) and negative (challenging),175

provided by a robot affected older adults acceptance and intention to use. Results highlighted176

that when the robot provided flattering and positive feedback was more accepted by the older177

adults than when it provided negative feedback. Tapus et al. (2008) investigated the role of178

robot personality in hand-off therapy process. In particular, they focused on two different styles179

one more nurturing linked to the introverted personality and the other more challenging linked180

to the extroverted personality. The results showed that by adapting the robot personality to181

that of the user, the latter can improve their performance.182

However, none of these works has explored which are the factors that affect the users’183

intention to use. An exception is the work presented by Ghazali et al. (2020) in which they184

designed a new acceptance model for persuasive robots evaluating the factors that influenced185

their acceptance in a charity donation scenario. Results showed that trusting beliefs and liking186

towards the robot were the main drivers for predicting the acceptance of the robot. Despite the187

findings, the experiment was conducted in a laboratory setting and the robot was controlled188

using a Wizard of Oz (WoZ) paradigm.189

In this study, inspired by the work of Tapus et al. and the findings of Ghazali et al., we190

evaluate how robot personality-driven behavioural patterns affect the users’ intention to use191

by using a modified version of the UTAUT. To do so, we endow the robot with two differ-192

ent communication styles: one more empathic and self-comparative and the other one more193
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provocative and other-comparative and evaluate the user’s intention to use as well as their per-194

formance when exposed to one of the two styles in a game scenario. Additionally, we validate195

our approach in a real-world setting with 209 untrained users who had no prior experience with196

robots.197

2.2 Robot Personality198

An inherently human characteristic is the uniqueness of each individual, which can be re-199

flected in their personality, which designers would like to adapt in social robots to improve200

HRIs (Robert et al. (2020)). A personality trait is a set of psychological attributes that config-201

ures a pattern of behaviour in different situations and that lasts over time (Hall and Lindzey202

(1957)). Therefore, being able to model it may be beneficial to improve HRI and technological203

acceptance.204

Although personality is a key aspect in shaping the nature of social relationships (Dryer205

(1999)) and forging intuitive responses in HRI (Lee et al. (2006)), a limited number of works206

have investigated this topic (Aly and Tapus (2013); Tay et al. (2014)). Furthermore, the HRI207

literature lacks a clear and wide understanding of this key factor (Robert et al. (2020)). One208

of the main reasons for this shortage of literature is that while giving, for instance, gender209

attributes to a robot might be easier since any sign such as the name is already capable of210

awakening the perception of gender, endowing it with personality trait attributes is much211

more complex due to the multiple factors and dimensions that make it up (McCrae and John212

(1992)). Thus, studies that analyse personality traits in robots are limited to considering213

only a few dimensions. For example, Dryer (1999) considered two factors of the Big-Five214

Personality Traits (Soldz and Vaillant (1999)): extroversion (two extreme poles: extroverted-215

reserved) and agreeableness (two extreme poles: cooperative-competitive) while Aly and Tapus216

(2013), and Tay et al. (2014) and Andriella et al. (2021) only used one: extroversion, also in217

the two extreme poles (introverted and extroverted). To recreate these traits, the researchers218

manipulated language and kinesthetic signals and measured either the degree of credibility of219

their interpretation or the degree of satisfaction they generated.220

In summary, previous works have shown that applying personality traits had a strong influ-221

ence on users’ acceptance of social robots (Tay et al. (2014)), perception of enjoyment, perceived222

intelligence and attractiveness of the robot (Lee et al. (2006)). Furthermore, robot personality223

can affect participants’ performance during cognitive exercises (Andriella et al. (2021)). Finally,224

some studies highlight that according to the tasks to be performed, some personality traits seem225

more effective than others. For example, Lee et al. (2017), showed that the perceived level of226
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courtesy of a social robot negatively affects the perceived benefit of following medical prescrip-227

tions and therefore of complying with treatment. In this article, we extend our previous work in228

which we modelled robot personality in terms of extroversion and introversion traits (Andriella229

et al. (2021)) by enriching them with two different communication styles to assess whether and230

to what extent robot personality-driven behaviours elicit different drivers of acceptance of the231

UTAUT model.232

2.3 Technology Acceptance Model233

To analyse the process of acceptance of social robots, researchers have been using models de-234

rived from previous technologies (computers, internet, smartphones, etc.). One of the best235

known and that has served as the basis for subsequent developments is the Technology Accep-236

tance Model (TAM), designed by Davis (1989). The TAM was proposed in the early stages237

of computer technology in workplaces after showing the resistance of workers to use them.238

Davis’s proposal, based on theories from social psychology such as Theory of Reasoned Ac-239

tion (Icek Ajzen (1980)) and the Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura (1986)), considered that240

prior to starting the implementation of new technologies it was necessary to know their degree241

of acceptance, which could be measured by asking workers about their future intention. TAM242

predicts users’ intention to use technology based on several social constructs, such as perceived243

usefulness and perceived ease of use. Furthermore, the effect of external variables on intention244

to use was mediated by perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use.245

A decade later, a new version called TAM2 was proposed by (Venkatesh and Davis (2000),246

which incorporate new theoretical constructs such as social influence and cognitive instrumental247

processes (experience and voluntariness). Due to the rapid expansion of new technologies,248

consumers acquired increased experience and greater familiarity with them, which made the249

more utilitarian elements of new technologies give way to a greater effect of subjective norms250

on technological acceptance.251

In 2003, Venkatesh et al. (2003) synthesised these models into the UTAUT. This last model252

considers four precedents that explain the intention to use new technology in organisational253

contexts (i.e., performance expectation, effort expectation, social influence, and facilitation254

conditions) that are regulated by four moderators (i.e., age, gender, experience and volun-255

tariness). UTAUT was designed with the purpose: i) to serve for a more advanced state of256

technological development and ii) to integrate the TAM model (Venkatesh et al. (2016)).257

However, TAM, TAM2 and UTAUT and their new versions had some limitations when258

being adopted as a model for estimating user acceptance for social robots. Several alternatives259
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have been used, for example, the Almere model (Heerink et al. (2010)), an adaptation of260

the UTAUT, the Service Robot Acceptance Model proposed by Wirtz et al. (2018) or the261

Robot Acceptance Model for care presented by Turja et al. (2019). Differently from other262

technological innovations, users have a perceived familiarity with social robots due to their263

presence in literature, films and popular culture for a century. The science-fiction play of Karel264

Capek, Rossum’s Universal Robot, produced in 1921 in Czechoslovakia, introduced robots as265

slaves and was not a simple science fiction fantasy, but rather a prophetic look at the future266

of humanity (Hampton (2015)). This type of behaviour, based on the perception of familiarity267

towards objects we have never had real experiences, has been studied in psychology, called the268

illusion of familiarity, and is explained by the fluency theory (Whittlesea (1993)). This illusion269

of perceived familiarity operates as a mental shortcut, allowing researchers to consider more270

advanced models of technological acceptance despite robotics being an emerging technology.271

In this article, we propose a modified UTAUT model, to measure the participants’ intention272

to use a social robot with different personality traits in an entertainment context. This model273

has been already employed in our recent work, in which Forgas-Coll et al. (2021) proposed a274

model to estimate the intention to use a social robot in an entertainment context, focusing on275

the impact that participants’ gender and rational thinking can have on their acceptance of the276

robot. The next section explains in more detail such a model.277

3 The Proposed Model of Acceptance278

Taking into account that social robots can solve complex cognitive problems but with low279

social-emotional complexity (Wirtz et al. (2018)), and that users manifest different attitudes280

depending on whether the experience with the robot is real (positive and approving attitude)281

or hypothetical (negative and ambivalent attitude) (Savela et al. (2018)), in this article, we282

consider that one way to equip the robot with emotional and social skills is by displaying its283

personality. Among the Big-Five Personality Traits (McCrae and John (1992)), this study fo-284

cuses on extroversion/introversion in its two endpoints: introversion with an emphatic and self-285

comparative communication style and extroverted with a provocative and other-comparative286

communication style. Thus, we propose to evaluate users’ acceptance of the robot personalities287

using a modified version of the UTAUT model (see Figure 2) presented already in our previous288

work (Forgas-Coll et al. (2021)).289

The proposed model takes into account three essential elements from psychology proposed290

by Gerrig (2014) and adapted to the technological acceptance of social robots. The three ele-291
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ments are: functional, socio-emotional and relational. The model considers that the intention to292

use a social robot with different personality traits in an entertainment context can be explained293

by four constructs: PU, PEOU (functional elements), SI (socio-emotional element) (Venkatesh294

et al. (2003)), and PENJ (relational element) (Wirtz et al. (2018)). This last factor replaces295

the “facilitating conditions” construct from the UTAUT. The reason for the change is that this296

construct refers to those elements of the environment that facilitate the use of the system, which297

is not applicable in our context, as social robotics is still at an early stage and, although there is298

some familiarity, people do not have yet experience of interacting with real robots. Therefore,299

we replace this element with PENJ, since one of the constructs that gives social robots more300

acceptance is their ability to entertain, as proposed by Heerink et al. (2010) and Turja et al.301

(2019).302

Within the context of the proposed study, PU is defined as the degree to which people believe303

that a robot would be of support for them in making the correct action during the game. The304

term PEOU refers to the degree to which participants believe that using a robot would be free305

of effort for them. PENJ refers to the pleasant feeling that participants had experienced while306

playing with a robot. SI refers to the degree of acceptance that individuals receive from their307

social environment when using new technology, in this case, the robot. Finally, ITU is defined308

as the degree to which participants like or dislike playing with the robot (Heerink et al. (2010);309

Wirtz et al. (2018); Turja et al. (2019)).310

4 The “Guessing the Nobel Prize Winner” Game311

To evaluate our research questions (See Section 1.1), we devised a game scenario, in which312

participants were asked to solve it with the assistance of the TIAGo robot. The task consisted313

of composing the name of a Nobel Prize Winner with the tokens available on the board (see314

Figure 1), trying to minimise the number of mistakes and the completion time. With the315

letters available on the board, three names were possible solutions: “CURIE”, “GODEL” or316

“MORSE”. The task was defined as complex enough to foster as many interactions as possible317

with the robot but not so that the participants became frustrated at not being able to complete318

it. For this reason, after four consecutive mistakes, the robot provided the participant with the319

correct token. Thus, in the worst-case scenario, the number of possible mistakes were 15.320
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5 Modelling Robot Personality-driven Behaviour Patterns321

In this section, we describe how the personality has been modelled in terms of extrover-322

sion/introversion traits on the TIAGo robot (See Section 5.1). Furthermore, we describe for323

each personality trait the communication style adopted: empathic and self-comparative for324

the introverted robot and provocative and other-comparative for the extroverted robot (See325

Section 5.2).326

5.1 Modelling Robot Personality327

To model the robot personality in terms of extroversion and introversion traits, we refer to our328

previous work (Andriella et al. (2021)). There, we modelled the introverted and extroverted329

traits of a robot after carrying out a user study in which the behaviour of introverted and330

extroverted people, acting as assistants in a cognitive game, was observed and labelled.331

Specifically, three verbal cues were deemed relevant: loudness, speech rate and pitch. Those332

features are the most effective according to the pioneering work of Lee et al. (2006). In the333

present work, we used Loquendo1 text-to-speech to generate the voice. We were able to tweak334

the voice using the parameters reported in Table 1 according to the defined personality profile.335

Additionally, we extended our previous work by providing the robot with facial expressions336

as non-verbal social cues. The robot was capable of reproducing seven facial expressions:337

1www.loquendo.com

Robot personality Communication style Communication type Feature

introverted empathic
verbal

Voice:
- loudness: 85 Hz
- speech rate: 140 words/min
- pitch: 250 Hz

non verbal

Facial expression:
- excited
- happy
- neutral
- sad
- confused

extroverted provocative
verbal

Voice:
- loudness: 120 Hz
- speech rate: 190 words/min
- pitch: 350 Hz

non verbal

Facial expression:
- neutral
- angry
- disappointed

Table 1: The table summarises the verbal and non-verbal social cues employed by the robot to

show an introverted or extroverted personality.
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neutral, sad, confused, happy, excited, disappointed and angry (see Figure 3).338

On the one hand, the introverted robot was capable of expressing itself through the following339

five facial expressions: neutral, happy, excited, sad, and confused. The introverted robot was340

happy when the correct token was picked (d), very excited when a token was correctly placed341

(e), sad when a token was incorrectly placed (b), and confused when the wrong token (c) was342

grasped by the user. Finally, during the game, its default expression was neutral (a). On the343

other hand, the extroverted robot was capable of expressing itself through the following three344

facial expressions: neutral, disappointed, and angry. The extroverted robot did not change its345

facial expression when a correct move was performed (a), it was disappointed when participants346

grasped the wrong token (f), and angry when the token was placed in the wrong location (g).347

We decided to not include happy and excited facial expressions, as this personality profile should348

have reflected challenging and antagonistic behaviour with a cold temperament in contrast to349

the introverted robot.350

5.2 Modelling Robot Assistive Communication Style351

Once defined the two robot personality traits, we designed two communication styles according352

to them. We revised the current state of the art as presented in Section 2.1. We decided to353

model two communication styles: one more empathic and self-comparative that will relate to354

the introverted robot and the other more provocative and other-comparative that will relate355

to the extroverted robot. The robot assistive communication style is reported in Table 2. We356

defined four increasing levels of assistance: Encouragement, in which the robot cheers the user357

Figure 3: Example of female robot facial expressions: (a) neutral , (b) sad, (c) confused, (d)

happy, (e) excited, (f) disappointed, (g) angry. Note the same expressions were designed for

the male robot.
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to make a move, Suggest line, in which the robot suggests the line of the board in which the358

correct token is located, Suggest subset, in which the robot suggests three adjacent tokens, one359

of which is the correct, and finally, Suggest solution, in which the robot suggests the user the360

correct token to move. Furthermore, depending on whether the user made a correct or wrong361

move the robot could congratulate or reassure the user. As unexpected events can happen, if the362

robot could detect that, it asked the user to move the token back and repeat the move. Finally,363

the robot was capable to provide backchannelling behaviour using SOCIABLE (Andriella et al.364

(2020a)), a kind of feedback given by combining robot verbal and non-verbal social cues when365

a token was just picked. For each one of these assistive behaviours two communication styles366

were defined.367

Regarding the empathic communication style, we designed it in a way that can resemble368

a very supportive and cheerful assistant. We followed the principles defined by Cutrona and369

Suhr (1992). In their work, they specified five categories to model pro-social behaviour: i)370

informational, ii) emotional, iii) appraisal, iv) social network support, and v) tangible support.371

Inspired by Leite et al. (2014) work which proved this behaviour to be effective in child-robot372

interactions, we decided to reshape the robot’s assistance according to it. Additionally, to373

model the robot’s empathic style we also referred to Tapus et al. (2008) and Rossi et al. (2020),374

in which the introverted robot was programmed to have more praise and nurturing personality.375

Finally, according to the work of Swift-Spong et al. (2015), we introduced what was called ”self376

comparative” assistance, that is, providing the user with feedback on their current performance.377

Overall, the empathic robot got very excited whenever a user moved a token to its correct378

Level
Assistive
Behaviour

Introverted Robot Extroverted Robot

1 Encouragement
“Come on.... I know you can do it”
“I believe in you!!”
“Don’t be afraid to make a mistake”

“The guy before was performing better, try to be
more concentrated”
“You need to be faster as the guy before”
“This is a child’s play, try to not make mistakes
as the previous guy”

2 Suggesting line

“I will provide you a hint, look at the right”

“Ï will provide you a hint, look at center”
“I will provide you a hint, look at the left”

“Do you really need more assistance? look at the right”
“Do you really need more assistance? look at the center”
“Do you really need more assistance? look at the left”

3 Suggesting subset “The solution can be A, C, F”
“I can’t believe I need to help you more, look at tokens
A, C and F”

4 Suggesting solution ”Why don’t your try with letter C”
“Really?! Do I need to provide you with the solution?
Pick token C”

Congratulation
“Well done, you’re playing as I expected”
“You’re so good”
“Congratulations that’s the correct letter”

“I have higher expectations from you”
“Well, you can do better”
“That’s the best you can do?”

Reassurance

“No worries sometimes happens”
“I know how you feel I’ve been in
this situation before”
“People say lucky in love unlucky in gaming”

“Come on, really? That’s so easy, I don’t know how
to help you”
“I don’t understand what you’re doing,
the guy before was so fast”
“Really? That’s completely wrong
already more mistakes than the average”

Unexpected action “Could you move the token back, please?”
“You have to follow my rules not yours, move
the tokens back now”

SOCIABLE (Andriella et al. (2020a))
“Nope, Are you sure? ”Think about it?”
“Huhu”, “Cool”, ”Well done”

“No, no”, “Very bad”, “You’re wrong”
“Trivial”, “Ok, but too slow”

Table 2: Example of communication style modelled on the introverted and extroverted robot.
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location and responded very positively in any situation especially in those in which the user379

failed to pick (or place) the correct token.380

Regarding the provocative communication style, we designed it in a way that can resemble381

a very demanding and challenging assistant. To do so, we referred to the work of Mota et al.382

(2018) and Paetzel-Prüsmann et al. (2021) by designing a robot that was very impatient and383

overreacted to any event. Finally, according to the work of Swift-Spong et al. (2015), we384

introduced what was called ”other-comparative” assistance, that is, comparing the current385

user’s performance with previous users. Overall, the provocative robot got more upset and386

disappointed if the incorrect token was picked or placed, but it also did not react to any387

correct move by the user; instead, it was pushy and impatient, always understating participants’388

performance with respect to others.389

6 Experimental Design390

The experiment was designed as a between-subject in which each participant played either391

with the empathic or the provocative robot. In order to address our research questions, two392

dependent variables were measured: the intention to use the robot (see acceptance model393

presented in Section 2.3) and the user’s performance (number of mistakes and completion time)394

in the cognitive game. In order to evaluate them, we manipulated the robot personality-driven395

behavioural patterns (independent variable) defined in Section 5. Concerning the intention396

to use, the Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) technique was used to validate scales and397

estimate the causal relationships with all the data. The procedure, based on variance and398

covariance matrices, is adjusted by maximum likelihood according to Bentler (1989). Regarding399

the two robot’s personality profiles, taking into account the sample size once segmented, they400

were adjusted by ordinary least squares (Hayes (2014)). Regarding the users’ performance, the401

Mann-Whitney test was used to assess the significance of the dependent variables with respect402

to the two different robot’s personality profiles.403

It is important to note that the two personality-driven behavioural patterns were designed404

with the objective of measuring the effectiveness of the robot’s communication style on partic-405

ipants’ attitude and performance. The two personality profiles were linked to the two corre-406

sponding communication styles and considered as two distinct behavioural patterns. Evaluating407

the effect of both by combining the independent variables, personality traits (introverted and408

extroverted) and communication style (empathic and provocative), was out of the scope of this409

work. Finally, to avoid any stereotypical effect associated with the robot gender, both the voice410
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and facial expressions of the robot were generated with male and female characteristics and411

counterbalanced during the evaluation.412

6.1 Metrics413

In order to assess the participant’s intention to use, we employed a questionnaire which consisted414

of 19 statements of five scales (see Table 3). Each statement had to be evaluated according415

to a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1, which corresponded to “I totally disagree”, up to 5,416

which corresponded to “I totally agree”. The five scales were: ITU as dependent variable (Palau-417

Saumell et al. (2019)), PU as mediating variable, PEOU, PENJ and SI as independent variables418

according to Heerink et al. (2010). These scales, taken from previous studies, were translated419

into Catalan and Spanish.420

Concerning the user’s performance, the participants’ mistakes during the session as well as421

the game’s completion time were defined as dependent variables.422

6.2 Apparatus423

A TIAGo 2 robot was endowed with the ability to provide assistance according to the two424

different personality profiles as defined in Section 5. That is to say, that while the degrees of425

assistance offered were the same, (column “Assistive Behaviour” of Table 2), they were imple-426

mented according to the personality profile (columns “Introverted Robot” and “Extroverted427

Robot” of Table 2). It is important to note that the assistance level was changing according to428

the mistakes of the participant. That is to say, every time the user made a mistake additional429

2https://pal-robotics.com/robots/tiago/

Code Construct Items
It’s fun to talk to the robot
It’s fun to play with the robot

PENJ Perceived Enjoyment The robot looks enjoyable
The robot seems charming
The robot seems boring
I immediately learned how to use the robot
The robot seemed easy to use

PEOU Perceived Ease Of Use I think I can use the robot without any help
I think I can use the robot with someone’s help
I think I can use the robot if I have some good instructions
I think the robot is useful to entertain

PU Perceived Usefulness It would be nice to have the robot to entertain
I think the robot could be used to entertain me and do other things
I think my friends would like me to use the robot

SI Social Influence I think it would give a good impression if I played with the robot
I think that people whose opinion I value would look favourably upon me playing with the robot
If the robot was available, I would try to use it

ITU Intention to Use If the robot was available, I would try to use it whenever I could in my spare time
If the robot was available, I would sometimes think about using it

Table 3: Constructs and items of the modified version of the UTAUT.
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assistance was given eventually suggesting the correct token at the fourth attempt.430

In order to foster human-robot interaction and better model the two robot personality pro-431

files, we replaced the robot’s head with an LCD screen (see Figure 1) to display the robot faces432

(Figure 3). Additionally, in order to avoid any effect related to gender, half of the participants433

interacted with an introverted (extroverted) robot with a female face and voice and the other434

half with an introverted (extroverted) robot displaying a male face and voice.435

Regarding the detection of the tokens on the board, we used an electronic board based on436

RFID technology (see Andriella et al. (2019a) for more details). As a result, we were able to437

detect not only when a token was placed in a different location on the board but also when it438

was just picked up with 100% of reliability.439

6.3 Pre-test: Validating Robot Personality440

A personality manipulation pre-test was carried out to verify that the two different personality441

profiles with the corresponding communication style were perceived correctly. Twenty-one par-442

ticipants recruited at the University of Barcelona were requested to watch two videos of a TIAGo443

robot interacting with the experimenter while he was playing the cognitive game. In one video444

the robot interacted displaying an introverted personality and in the other, the robot interacted445

displaying an extroverted personality as defined in Table 2. Participants were then asked to rate446

the robot’s perceived personality with four items: “The robot seems competitive (supportive)”447

and ”The robot seems empathic (provocative) on a five-point scale (1 = “I strongly disagree”448

and 5 = “I strongly agree”). The results revealed that the two personalities were clearly identi-449

fied. Participants considered that the introverted robot was less competitive (M = 2.41, SD =450

1.24) than the extroverted (M=3.90, SD=1.51; F(1, 21)=6.74, p < 0.05) and, vice versa, more451

supportive (M=4.25, SD=0.62) than the extroverted robot (M=2.81, SD=1.53; F (1,21)=8.86,452

p < 0.01). Finally, participants judged the introverted robot less provocative (M = 2.58, SD453

= 1.31) than the extroverted robot (M=3.90, SD=1.09; F (1, 21)=7.10, p < 0.05) and, vice454

versa, more empathic (M=3.83, SD=1.02) than the extroverted robot (M=1.81, SD=1.16; F (1,455

21)=19.34, p < 0.01). These results are in line with our previous work (Andriella et al. (2021)),456

in which we demonstrated that by manipulating the robot verbal and non-verbal social cues it457

was possible for the users to recognise the robot’s personality trait. Same results were obtained458

by Meerbeek et al. (2008), who argued that by properly modelling robot social cues, it was459

possible to convey to humans the robot’s overall personality.460
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6.4 Procedure and Sample461

The experiment was carried out at an international fair in Barcelona. We installed a booth462

with two separate areas, one to welcome the participants and fill in the consent form and the463

questionnaire, and another in which to play the game with the robot.464

Participation in the experiment was opened to all visitors over 18. On arrival, participants465

were informed of the procedure and asked to sign in a consent form. The experimenter would466

then introduce the robot to the participants, providing them with enough information to play467

the game with its assistance. No clues were provided to the participants neither on the degrees468

of assistance the robot could give them nor on its personality, they were only told to wait469

after each move for possible aid from the robot. The session lasted on average 222 secs with470

7.6 mistakes. After completing the game, participants were asked to fill in the questionnaire471

reported in Table 3. Data were collected from 209 participants (46.1% female) ranging in472

age between 18 and 67 (M=35, SD=11.77). 110 participants interacted with the introverted473

robot (52 with the male and 52 with the female) and 109 interacted with the extroverted robot474

(52 with the male robot and 53 with the female robot). None of the participants had prior475

experience in interacting with the robot. Participation in the study was voluntary and no476

material incentive was provided, and only controls for gender and age were established (Mende477

et al. (2019)).478

7 Results479

To analyse the users’ intention to use the robot a modified version of the UTAUT was estimated480

from the responses of the questionnaire administered to the participants (Section 3). Before481

examining the model, the psychometric characteristics of dimensionality, reliability and validity482

of the constructs were analysed (See Section 7.1). Next, we analyse the general structure model483

(see Section 7.2) and those in which the robot was endowed with introverted and extroverted484

personality traits (see Section 7.3). Finally, we estimate the effect of robots’ communication485

style on users’ performance (see Section 7.4).486

7.1 Psychometric Characteristics487

We examined the psychometric characteristics of dimensionality, reliability and validity of the488

constructs following procedures proposed by Fornell and Larcker (1981). As a result of this489

analysis, of the 19 items (see Table 3), four of them were removed, leaving fifteen items, three490

items per construct. The results are reported in Table 4.491
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The average variance extracted (AVE) is a measure of the degree of convergence of the492

set of items that made up a construct. In other words, it represents the amount of variance493

explained by the construct in relation to the variance explained by measurement errors. This494

value must be greater than 0.5. In our experiment, all constructs met the criteria. The other495

two measures, composite reliability (CR) and Cronbach’s alpha, both very similar, appraised496

the internal consistency of the scale items (Netemeyer et al. (2003)). The reason for internal497

consistency is that all individual items must measure the same construct and therefore be highly498

correlated. Values of these measures should be greater than 0.70. In addition, the factor load499

of each item that makes up each scale should be greater than 0.6, as recommended by the500

literature, and all items included exceed this value (Hair et al. (2010)).501

Finally, the discriminant validity of the scales was also analysed according to the Fornell-502

Larcker criterion, using the cross-loading matrix. According to this criterion, the square root503

of the AVE of each construct (represented on the diagonal of the matrix) must be greater than504

Factor loading T M SD
Perceived Enjoyment (AVE: 0.66; CR: 0.82; Alpha: 0.82)
It’s fun to talk to the robot 0.79 15.21 3.18 1.28
It’s fun to play with the robot 0.87 15.96 3.65 1.15
The robot looks enjoyable 0.67 12.18 2.96 1.31
Perceived ease of use (AVE: 0.60; CR: 0.78; Alpha: 0.77)
Immediately I learned how to use the robot 0.80 10.53 4.03 1.05
The robot seemed easy to use 0.75 9.49 4.21 0.93
I think I can use the robot without any help 0.64 10.79 3.82 1.10
Perceived usefulness (AVE: 0.65; CR: 0.82; Alpha: 0.82)
I think the robot is useful to entertain 0.66 9.17 3.97 1.17
It would be nice to have the robot to entertain 0.88 19.59 3.15 1.22
I think the robot could be used to entertain me and do other things 0.78 12.16 3.47 1.16
Social influence (AVE: 0.70; CR: 0.85; Alpha: 0.85)
I think my friends would like me to use the robot 0.75 11.66 2.99 1.20
I think it would give a good impression if I played with the robot 0.90 18.94 2.94 1.20
People whom I value your opinion I think they would look good that I play with the robot 0.78 14.49 3.17 1.22
Intention to use (AVE: 0.67; CR: 0.83; Alpha: 0.82)
If the robot was available I would try to use it 0.71 11.15 3.45 1.10
If the robot was available I would try to use it whenever I could in my spare time 0.88 19.39 2.78 1.23
If the robot was available I would be thinking sometimes when using it 0.77 13.18 2.20 1.16

Table 4: Analysis of the dimensionality, reliability and validity of the scales (factor loading

represents the correlation between the items and the scale, T is the coefficient divided by its

standard error, M is the mean and SD is the standard deviation).

PENJ PEOU PU SI ITU
PENJ 0.81
PEOU 0.25** 0.78
PU 0.68*** 0.19** 0.81
SI 0.66*** 0.05 (ns) 0.66*** 0.84
ITU 0.63*** 0.16 (ns) 0.69*** 0.63*** 0.82

Table 5: Discriminant validity of the scales. Below the diagonal the correlation estimated

between the factors (ns denotes no significance, * denotes .01 <p <.05, ** denotes .001 <p

<.01, and *** denotes p <.001)
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its correlation with the other constructs (represented by the rest of the values in each row).505

These results are reported in Table 5.506

7.2 General Structure Model of the modified UTAUT507

In order to analyse the causal relationships between the constructs of the model represented in508

Figure 4a, a SEM model was estimated. SEM calculates the effect that different constructs have509

on the dependent variable. Furthermore, it also measures the amount of variability explained510

by the relationship model through the R2 coefficient which defines how close the data are to511

the fitted regression model.512

The obtained R2 values are in line with the sample size used, a R2=0.63 for ITU and a513

R2=0.05 for PU (see Table 6). Regarding the weight of the factors of the general model, all514

factors reached significant values, with p < 0.05. The main factor is PU (β = 0.53, p < 0.001),515

followed by SI (β = 0.26, p < 0.01), and PENJ (β = 0.20, p < 0.01). As a controversial516

result, PEOU reaches a negative value (β = −0.17, p < 0.05) and, in addition, PEOU has an517

indirect effect, mediated by PU, which was also significant (β = 0.23, p < 0.05).518

(a) General structure model (b) Introverted model (c) Extroverted model

Figure 4: (a) shows the General Structural Model of the modified version of the UTAUT

according to Table 6. (b) and (c) show the Structural Models that aim to address H1-H5 for a

robot manifesting an introverted personality and an extroverted personality, respectively.

Independent
variable

Dependent
variable

Beta T R2

PENJ ITU 0.2 2.70∗∗ 0.64
PEOU -0.17 2.07∗

PU 0.55 5.10∗∗∗

SI 0.26 2.84∗∗

PEOU PU 0.23 2.39∗ 0.05

Table 6: Causal relations in the general model (* denotes .01 <p <.05, ** denotes .001 <p

<.01, and *** denotes p <.001).
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7.3 Acceptance Model based on Robot Personality519

Aiming to address the hypotheses H1-H5, the sample was divided between those who received520

the support of the introverted robot and those who received it from the extroverted. Hence,521

the two ordinary least squares models were estimated: Scenario 1 (S1, introverted robot with522

an empathic communication style) and Scenario 2 (S2, extroverted robot with a provocative523

communication style). The obtained R2 values are in line with the sample size used, a R2=0.64524

for ITU in an introverted robot (S1, Figure 4b) and a R2=0.50 for ITU in an extroverted robot525

(S2, Figure 4c) (see Table 7).526

That is, when the robot was endowed with an extroverted personality, the coefficient of527

determination significantly decreases to explain the ITU (R2 group S1 – R2 group S2 = 0.14)528

as it represents 21.8% of explained variability. Furthermore, when applying Fisher’s transfor-529

mation and estimating the difference in correlations, we found this difference was significant530

(z = 1.665, p < 0.05). Therefore, we can conclude that, when the robot displayed an introverted531

personality, it enhanced the predictive power in explaining the acceptance of it compared to532

the extroverted.533

Regarding the weight of effects, three factors of S1 and two factors of S2 have reached534

significant values (p < 0.05). Of the five proposed hypotheses, only one has been confirmed in535

the proposed direction, H3. Participants that interacted with a social robot endowed with an536

introverted personality stated that the intention to use it was mainly driven by PENJ (β = 0.34,537

p < 0.05), SI (β = 0.33, p < 0.05) and PU (β = 0.28, p < 0.05), given that PEOU did not538

reach a significant value. On the other hand, when participants interacted with the extroverted539

robot, the intention to use it was mainly driven by PU (β = 0.39, p < 0.05) and social influence540

(β = 0.36, p < 0.05), while the other factors did not reach significant values. Therefore, when541

the robot displayed an introverted personality, only the PENJ had a greater discriminatory542

effect on the ITU compared to the extroverted robot. Hence, H3 was validated. Differently,543

when the robot displayed an extroverted personality, PU had a greater weight on the ITU544

S1: Introverted Robot S2: Extroverted Robot

Hypothesis
Independent
variable

Dependent
variable

Beta t
R2

Adjusted
Sig.
ANOVA

Beta t
R2

Adjusted
Sig.
ANOVA

Constant ITU -0.103 -0.274 0.648 0.000 0.560 1.491 0.506 0.000
H1 PU 0.280 3.612∗ ∗ ∗ 0.399 3.863∗ ∗ ∗
H2 PEOU -0.1 -1.684 ns -0.058 -0.799 ns
H3 PENJ 0.347 4.390∗ ∗ ∗ 0.088 0.859 ns
H4 SI 0.337 4.501∗ ∗ ∗ 0.362 4.200∗ ∗ ∗

Constant PU 2.965 5.720∗ ∗ ∗ 0.005 0.221 2.648 5.831∗ ∗ ∗ 0.023 0.069
H5 PEOU 0.119 1.232 ns 0.182 1.838 ns

Table 7: Causal relations for robot personality (ns denotes no significance, * denotes .01 <p

<.05, ** denotes .001 <p <.01).
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and, SI on the ITU to a lesser extent, compared to the introverted robot, in contradiction to545

what was hypothesised in H1 and H4. Additionally, H2 was also rejected as PEOU did not546

reach significant values in both scenarios. Finally, the same conclusion can be drawn from the547

indirect effect of PEOU on PU which did not reach significant values in either scenario (H5 was548

rejected).549

7.4 Participants Performance550

In order to evaluate whether and to what extent robot personality affects the participants’551

performance (H6), we computed their number of mistakes and completion time as an estimator552

of their performance. The results from the Mann-Whitney test indicated that there was a553

statistical significance in terms of number of mistakes between participants who interacted554

with the introverted robot (Mnd=7) and those who interacted with the extroverted robot555

(Mnd=8) (U=22283, p < 0.04). Specifically, those who interacted with the introverted robot556

with an empathic and self-comparative communication style performed better than those who557

interacted with a provocative and other-comparative robot. Additionally, we found statistical558

significance in the completion time. Results indicated that participants that interacted with559

the introverted robot (Mnd=239) took more time to complete the game compared to those who560

interacted with the extroverted robot (Mnd=208) (U=39679, p < 0.0001). Therefore, we can561

conclude that H6 did only partially stand.562

8 Discussion and Conclusion563

In this section, we discuss the results of the user-study aiming to provide the social robotic564

community with useful insights that can contribute to the advance of the field in the under-565

standing of how robot personality and communication style can impact the user’s intention to566

use it.567

Aiming to address the RQs defined in Section 1.1, we designed and modelled two person-568

ality traits and their respective communication styles on a real robot. The introverted robot569

was more empathic, supportive, and self-comparative, while the extroverted robot was more570

provocative, challenging, and other-comparative. The robot was programmed to provide as-571

sistance, modulated according to the two personality profiles, to 209 participants playing a572

cognitive game in a real-world setting.573

To address RQ1, we proposed estimating the technological acceptance of the social robot574

using a modified version of the UTAUT (see Section 3), in which the ITU was the dependent575
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variable and estimator. We speculated that the factors that directly affected the ITU were576

different depending on whether the robot was endowed with an introverted personality and an577

empathic communication style (S1) or whether it was endowed with an extroverted personality578

and a provocative communication style (S2). We hypothesised that the robot endowed with an579

empathic behaviour that offers self-comparative feedback would be the one that would meet580

the participants’ expectations, while the robot with a provocative behaviour that offers other-581

comparative feedback would break expectations and affect participants’ intention to use it, as582

found by Paetzel-Prüsmann et al. (2021).583

The collected results showed relevant differences in the explained variability of both models584

and in the drivers, which reached positive and significant values, both in the introverted and585

in the extroverted robot, validating their influence on the ITU. Regarding the differences in586

the weight of the factors, in some cases, they present similar weights to those collected in the587

literature, and in others we found different values. Although the lack of standardisation does588

not allow direct comparisons of the results from different studies, it can help to indicate the589

degree of consistency of the results (Gerrig et al. (2011)).590

Considering the general model (SEM), the PU is one of the most relevant drivers, its weight591

is in line with the result achieved by Heerink et al. (2010), Lin et al. (2020), and Turja et al.592

(2019). On the other hand, PEOU, which is a controversial factor, obtained a negative value593

in line with the results of Lin et al. (2020). Nonetheless, Turja et al. (2019) and Heerink et al.594

(2010) did not reach a significant value for the same construct, and Lee et al. (2018) reported595

a positive value. Both PU and PEOU are functional elements, and while the former is more596

robust with the personality type of robot and scenario, PEOU is greatly affected by these597

changes. In addition, PENJ, which is the relational element of this model (Wirtz et al. (2018)),598

is a driver with an intermediate weight, more relevant than in Heerink et al. (2010), but with599

less weight than in Lin et al. (2020) and Turja et al. (2019). Here, while SI remained robust with600

respect to the robot’s personality, PENJ only achieved significant values with the introverted601

robot. At the same time, PU had also a mediating role between PEOU and ITU, which was also602

considered by Heerink et al. (2010) and Lee et al. (2018) with similar effects. However, when603

the robot’s personality is considered, its effect is scattered. Indeed, their dispersion reveals the604

influence of at least three variables: the type of robot, the target audience, and the context605

of service provision. For instance, Heerink et al. (2010) used a variety of robotic platforms,606

controlled in a WoZ manner, in order to evaluate older adults’ experience with social robots in607

the context of elderly care. Lin et al. (2020) proposed theoretical scenarios for the use of robots608

in a hospitality context aimed at potential clients, in a similar way to Lee et al. (2018), but609
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with restaurant managers as a target audience. Finally, Turja et al. (2019) aiming to evaluate610

the intention to use a care robot, they conducted a survey collecting data from staff, mostly611

nurses with experience in the use of four robotic platforms: Double, Nao, Paro, and RIBA.612

Regarding the communication style employed by the robot to assist and support the par-613

ticipants, this is where the most significant differences occurred, both in explanatory capacity614

and especially in the weight or importance of each factor. We found that the overall ITU was615

significantly higher when the robot displayed an introverted personality than when the robot616

displayed an extroverted robot. We hypothesise that this difference could be considered as a617

measure of the moderation effect size that different personalities exert on the ITU of a social618

robot (Hayes (2014)). In line with what Lee et al. (2017) proposed, we found that a robot619

with a provocative style is perceived as more functional and useful, and a little more socially620

influential than the empathic one, which, in turn, is perceived as more enjoyable and, to some621

extent, exerts less social influence. Indeed, the main driver of the ITU for the provocative622

robot is the perception of usefulness, while for the empathic robot it is its ability to entertain.623

An interesting finding that would require further analysis is the relevance of SI in both the624

scenarios and the impact it has on the overall ITU. SI seemed to affect the participant’s per-625

ception that other people think they should use a robot, the perception that others support626

their use of a robot, and finally, the perception that the use of the robot is associated with627

higher societal status. Therefore, we addressed RQ1, concluding that a robot endowed with628

an introverted personality and an empathic communication style increased the overall users’629

acceptance compared to an extroverted robot with a provocative communication style.630

To address RQ2, we computed the number of mistakes committed by each participant and631

their completion time. We found that participants who interacted with the empathic robot632

performed better compared to those who interacted with the provocative robot, who in turn633

took more time to complete the game. We speculate that when the robot was endowed with634

an introverted personality, participants were more at ease and took their time to consider635

which token to move, while in the other condition, participants got stressed by the pressure636

of the robot and reacted more impulsively. This result is similar to what was found by Swift-637

Spong et al. (2015) in which participants who interacted with the introverted robot with self-638

comparative feedback had overall better performance. Similar results were found by Paetzel-639

Prüsmann et al. (2021), who discovered that users scored better when they interacted with an640

optimistic and polite robot compared to those who interacted with a provocative and challenging641

robot. However, their results were not statistical significance. It is worthwhile noticing that642

the effectiveness of one personality with respect to the other might depend on the task itself, as643
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indicated by the study of Maggi et al. (2020), who observed that an authoritarian robot could be644

more appropriate to improve participants’ performance when the task required high cognitive645

demand. Regarding the statistical significance of the completion time, we argue, in view of the646

findings of the acceptance model, that participants who interacted with the extroverted robot647

interpreted its behaviour as pushy and impatient to finish the game as fast as possible. This648

behaviour rushed the participants even though it did not positively impact their performance.649

On the other hand, the participants who interacted with the introverted robot did not feel this650

pressure and took on average more time to complete the exercise. This could also be the reason651

why the main driver for participants who interacted with the introverted robot was PENJ as652

they were more focused on enjoying the experience with the robot rather than being worried653

about performing correctly. Hence, we addressed RQ2), concluding that a robot endowed with654

an introverted personality and an empathic communication style improves only partially the655

participants’ performance.656

Taken together, these findings highlight the importance of personality-driven behavioural657

patterns on the perceived intention to use the robot. Specifically, results indicated that a658

robot endowed with an extroverted personality and a provocative communicative style might659

be interpreted as more utilitarian, as its approach is recognised as being more helpful for the660

proposed task than the empathic. On the other hand, the empathic robot was perceived as more661

hedonic and enjoyable than the provocative, and participants did not pay so much attention662

to their performance. However, the results of this work need to be carefully interpreted before663

being considered generalisable and transferable to different assistive domains. Indeed, as we664

reported in Section 2, personality depends on several aspects. Therefore, these results need665

further investigation, especially in two different aspects: the context of interaction and the666

robot’s role.667

9 Limitation and Future Work668

Despite the interesting insights gained from this work, there are a few limitations that should669

be pointed out and motivate future work. We decided to break them up into methodological670

limitations, with which we refer to the method and the approach used to validate our research671

questions, and developmental limitations, which indicate those related to the robotic platform672

itself and its functionality. Regarding the methodological limitations, we include the following:673

(a) Very opposite personality traits: the two robot personality profiles were very different674

from each other. Future work should explore how to design behaviours ranging from675
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empathic to provocative and assess if those can be recognised by humans.676

(b) The robot personality was linked to a given communication style: introverted with an em-677

pathic communication style and extroverted with a more provocative one (1 independent678

variable with 2 levels). Future work should consider personality as an independent vari-679

able from communication style and combine them to assess whether and to what extent680

they impact on participants’ performance and intention to use the robot (2 independent681

variables with 2 levels conditions).682

(c) Human personality was not considered : we did not consider assessing the human person-683

ality and evaluate it with respect to the robot personality due to the limited number of684

participants. Future work should analyse whether the human personality might affect685

any drivers of the intention to use the robot Forgas-Coll et al. (2021).686

(d) Results with limited validity : despite the number of participants, personality, for its mul-687

tifaceted nature, highly depends on participants age, background, attitude and also the688

context. Therefore, results should be considered very carefully and related to the context689

and the population involved.690

(e) Simple technology of acceptance model : the proposed model was simple with 4 essential691

constructs. However, our model was more complex than the TAM but less so than other692

models that involve more mature technologies. More complex models will be possible693

when robots will be deployed in society on a larger scale. and thus, people will have694

more familiarity and experience with them. Only at this stage is will be worthwhile to695

include more human psychological characteristics in the model, such as liking, attitude696

and beliefs (Ghazali et al. (2020)).697

(f) Intention to use measured only after the interaction: we did not evaluate whether the698

user’s acceptance changed after the interaction with the robot. Future work should focus699

on this aspect and evaluate whether or not the intention to use the robot increased after700

interacting with it.701

Regarding the developmental limitations, we include the following:702

(a) No gesture as interaction modality : we did not include any robot’s movement as from703

previous work Andriella et al. (2019b), participants did not consider valuable the time704

spent by the robot providing assistance with its end-effector.705
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(b) No speech recognition and dialogue management : we decided to not implement any speech706

recognition software as this technology is not ready yet to work in crowded and noisy707

environments, therefore the robot was not capable of sustaining any conversation with708

the participants. However, most of them were eager to interact verbally with it.709

(c) No adaptive robot’s assistive behaviour : in order to not have noise and any confounding710

variable, the robot’s behaviour was fixed regardless of the user’s performance. Future711

work could extend our previous work (Andriella et al. (2019b, 2022)) by exploring how712

the robot’s ability to change its behaviour according to the user’s needs can affect their713

intention to use.714
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Acronyms715

AVE average variance extracted. 20716

CR composite reliability. 20717

HRI Human-Robot Interaction. 7, 9718

ITU Intention To Use. 4–6, 12, 17, 21–25719

PENJ Perceived Enjoyment. 4, 5, 12, 17, 21, 22, 24, 26720

PEOU Perceived Ease of Use. 4–6, 12, 17, 21–24721

PU Perceived Usefulness. 4–6, 12, 17, 21–24722

SEM Structural Equation Modelling. 16, 21, 24723

SI Social Influence. 4, 6, 12, 17, 21–25724

TAM Technology Acceptance Model. 10, 27725

UTAUT Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology. 4, 6, 8, 10–12, 19, 21, 23726

WoZ Wizard of Oz. 8, 24727
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